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(Editor's Note: One or more of the preliminary ratings referenced within this article was arrived at by deviating from S&P Global
Ratings' published criteria. The criteria deviation entails our assumptions related to our aircraft-on-the-ground assumptions as
described herein.)

Preliminary Ratings

Class Preliminary rating
Preliminary amount

(mil. $) Coupon (%)(i) LTV (%)(ii) LTV (%)(iii)
Legal final
maturity date

A A (sf) 417.650 3.00 69.92 71.00 June 2046

B BBB (sf) 72.230 5.00 82.02 83.28 June 2046

C BB (sf) 50.240 6.50 90.43 91.82 June 2046

Note: This presale report is based on information as of June 2, 2021. The ratings shown are preliminary. Subsequent information may result in
the assignment of final ratings that differ from the preliminary ratings. Accordingly, the preliminary ratings should not be construed as
evidence of final ratings. This report does not constitute a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell securities. (i)Assumed coupon for preliminary
rating purposes. (ii)Note amount divided by the lower of the mean and median (LMM value) of three appraisers' half-life base values and
half-life current market values. (iii)Note amount divided by the LMM value, further depreciated until June 2021 based on S&P Global Ratings'
depreciation assumption. LTV--Loan-to-value ratio.

Transaction Overview

MAPS 2021-1 Trust (MAPS or master issuer) is a newly established special purpose Delaware
statutory trust. MAPS will issue class A, B, and C fixed-rate notes (initial notes) under a master
indenture and use the proceeds of the notes to acquire all of the series A, B, and C fixed-rate notes
(AOE notes) issued by MAPS 2021-1 Aviation (US) LLC (MAPS US) and MAPS 2021-1 Aviation
(Ireland) Designated Activity Co. (MAPS Ireland, and together with MAPS US, the AOE issuers). The
AOE issuers will each issue series A, B, and C notes under their respective trust indenture.

The proceeds of the series A AOE notes will be used to fund the aircraft acquisition account to
acquire beneficial interests in the initial portfolio comprised of 20 aircraft (18 narrow-body aircraft
and two freighters), under the purchase agreements. The rest of the proceeds of the AOE notes will
be used to fund the various indenture accounts as described later in the report and to pay certain
fees and expenses in connection with this issuance.

Each of the AOE issuers will guarantee the obligations of the other AOE issuer under the AOE notes
and will jointly and severally guarantee MAPS's obligations under the initial notes.

The initial 20-aircraft portfolio consists of 18 narrow-body aircraft (seven A320-200s, five
A220-100s, three B737-800s, two A320-200 NEOs, and one B737 Max 8) and two freighters (one
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B747-400F and B777F each). The 20 aircraft have a weighted average age of approximately 6.5
years. All of the aircraft are currently leased to 12 airlines in 10 countries with a 7.7-year weighted
average remaining lease maturity. The weighted average age and weighted average maturity are
calculated as of the economic closing date and based on the lower of the mean and median (LMM)
of the half-life values.

This is the third aircraft securitization (MAPS 2018-1 Ltd. and MAPS 2019-1 Ltd. being the others)
transaction that is serviced by Merx Aviation Servicing Ltd. (together with Merx Aviation Finance
Assets Ireland Ltd., Merx Aviation Finance LLC, and its affiliates, "Merx"). We view Merx's
capability to service this transaction's aircraft portfolio as adequate. This is also the first aircraft
leasing securitization transaction backed by a commercial aircraft portfolio rated by S&P Global
Ratings after the COVID-19 pandemic.

Similar to the majority of S&P Global Ratings-rated aircraft securitization transactions prior to the
pandemic, this transaction has an expected final payment date of seven years after closing, after
which the series A and B notes' amortization will be full turbo after first paying scheduled
principal payments. While the series A and B notes don't have partial cash sweep like some similar
transactions did in the past, after year seven there is a cash sweep of 100% of remaining
collections to the series A, B, and C notes.

Profile

Expected closing date June 15, 2021.

Economic closing date May 31, 2021.

Cut-off date March 31, 2021.

Master issuer MAPS 2021-1 Trust.

AOE issuers MAPS 2021-1 Aviation (US) LLC and MAPS 2021-1 Aviation (Ireland) Designated Activity Co.

Collateral The two AOE issuers' series A, B, and C notes, which are in turn backed by 20 aircraft and the
related leases and shares and beneficial interests in entities that directly and indirectly
receive aircraft portfolio lease rental and residual cash flows, among others.

Sellers Apollo Navigator Holdings US LLC and Apollo Navigator Holdings (Ireland) Designated Activity
Co.

Servicer Merx Aviation Servicing Ltd.

Liquidity facility provider Natixis S.A., acting through its New York branch.

Managing agent Phoenix American Financial Services Inc.

Security trustee, operating
bank and trustee

UMB Bank N.A.

Sole structuring agent and
lead bookrunner

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

Joint bookrunners and
initial purchasers

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., and Natixis Securities Americas LLC.

Appraisers Morten Beyer & Agnew Inc. (MBA), IBA Group Ltd., and Avitas Inc.

Maintenance evaluator Alton Aviation Consultancy Ireland Ltd.

Rationale

The preliminary ratings assigned to MAPS 2021-1 Trust's class A, B, and C notes reflect the
following:
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- The likelihood of timely interest on the series A notes (excluding step up interest) on each
payment date, the timely interest on the series B notes (excluding step up interest) when series
A notes are no longer outstanding on each payment date, the ultimate interest on the series C
notes (excluding step up interest), and the ultimate principal payment on the series A, B, and C
notes on or prior to the legal final maturity date at their respective rating stress.

- The portfolio comprising a diversified mix of popular and new generation narrow-body aircraft
(29% A320s, 21% A220s, 13% A320 Neos, 13% B737 NGs, and 6% B737 Max 8) and freighters
(14% B777F and 4% B747F) by LMM of the half-life values.

- The weighted average age (by LMM of the half-life values) of the aircraft in the portfolio being
6.5 years. Currently, all the 20 aircraft are on lease, with weighted average remaining maturity
of approximately eight years. Weighted average age and remaining term are calculated as of the
economic closing date.

- The majority of the lessees operating in developed markets, where domestic air traffic levels
have picked up recently, after a global air travel shutdown was imposed in 2020 at the height of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

- The existing and future lessees' estimated credit quality and diversification. The 20 aircraft are
currently leased to 12 airlines in 10 countries.

- Each series' scheduled amortization profile, which is straight line over 13 years for series A and
B, and straight line over seven years for series C.

- The transaction's debt service coverage ratios (DSCRs) and utilization trigger--a failure of
which will result in the series A and B notes' turbo amortization; turbo amortization for the
series A, B, and C notes will also occur if they are outstanding after year seven.

- The end-of-lease payment will be paid to the series A, B, and C notes according to a percentage
equaling each series' then-current LTV ratio.

- The subordination of series C principal and interest to series A and B principal and interest.

- A revolving credit facility from Natixis, which is available to cover senior expenses, including
hedge payments and interest on the series A and B notes. The amount available under the
facility will equal nine months of interest on the series A and B notes.

- Alton Aviation Consultancy Ireland Ltd.'s (Alton) maintenance analysis before closing. After
closing, the servicer will perform a forward-looking 18-month maintenance analysis at least
semi-annually, which Alton will review and confirm for reasonableness and achievability.

- The maintenance reserve account ($3 million balance at closing), which is used to cover
maintenance costs. The account gets topped up to a senior and a junior required amount, which
are sized based on a forward-looking schedule of maintenance outflows. The excess amounts
in the account over the required maintenance amount will be transferred to the waterfall on or
after December 2022.

- A heavy maintenance reserve account, which will be replenished through the priority of
payments starting on the sixth year anniversary of the closing date and up to and including the
payment date in January 2031, if a rapid amortization event is occurring or if there are four or
less leases that pay utilization rent. The target amount is set at $25 million. This account can be
used to pay maintenance expenses not covered through the maintenance reserve account. This
account covers spikes in projected maintenance expenses observed under our stress runs and
preserves lease collections for interest payable on the senior notes.

- The security deposit and liquidity account ($4.5 million at closing), which can be used to repay
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security deposit due amounts along with other senior expenses, including interest on the class
A and B notes.

- The expense reserve account, which will be funded at closing from note proceeds with
approximately $500,000 that is expected to cover the next three months' expenses.

- The series C interest reserve account, which will be funded at closing from note proceeds of
approximately $1 million, which may be used to pay interest on the series C notes for the first
seven years. Thereafter, it will be released to the collections account.

- The senior indemnification (excluding indemnification amounts to lessees under leases entered
into before the transaction closing date) is capped at $10 million and is modelled to occur in the
first 12 months.

- The junior indemnification (uncapped) is subordinated to the rated series' principal payment.

- Merx Aviation, an aircraft lessor founded by Apollo Investment Corp. in 2012, being the servicer
for this transaction.

- The transaction's legal structure, which is expected to be bankruptcy remote.

Transaction Strengths

The transaction's strengths are as follows:

- The aircraft in the portfolio are among the most popular and newer variants of commercial jets
in the aviation market today. These aircraft tend to have strong liquidity and are relatively
easier to lease.

- The portfolio has relatively stable credit quality (with Delta Air Lines being the largest lessee),
and, as of May 25, 2021 no lessees had lease payments 30 or more days late except one.

- 18% of the portfolio consists of freighters, which have shown stable performance during the
pandemic.

- The transaction has performance triggers, including aircraft utilization (75%) and DSCRs (1.15x
for cash sweep and 1.20x for cash trap), to speed up the series A and B notes' principal
amortization or retain available cash if the trigger tests fail.

- The DSCR triggers are calculated on a three-month look-back basis (as opposed to six months
in deals issued prior to the pandemic). This should help detect early warning signs of reduced
cash flows and de-lever the notes based on the triggers.

- The transaction has a maintenance reserve mechanism that has a forward-looking feature,
with an initial deposit of $3 million on the closing date.

- The transaction has a liquidity facility with an available amount equal to nine months of
scheduled interest on the series A and B notes.

- Merx's servicing capabilities are robust, and the team has the experience and expertise to
manage the current fleet.

- A portion (based on the then-current aggregate LTV ratio) of the end-of-lease payments will be
allocated to the series A, B, and C notes according to their pro rata percentage (unpaid amounts
will accrue to subsequent payment periods). The scheduled principal payments of the series A,
B, and C notes in the following periods will be adjusted down to reflect end-of-lease payments
received in this period.
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Transaction Weaknesses

The transaction's weaknesses or other external factors that can negatively impact the transaction
are as follows:

- The aviation sector needed to adapt to new operating conditions in the aftermath of the
pandemic. In general, there has been an impact on airlines' liquidity and their ability to remain
current on lease payments, an increase in transition times, and stress on aircraft values and
lease rates.

- The classes have relatively higher initial LTV ratios.

- Two of the aircraft in the initial portfolio are not currently owned by the seller and will be
transferred to the issuer prior to or soon after closing. If the aircraft do not get transferred, the
concentration risk of the portfolio may increase.

- There are a couple of aircraft in the initial portfolio that have power-by-the-hour (PBH)
arrangements on their lease payments, i.e. the lease payments will depend on the utilization of
the aircraft. With limitations on air travel still in place in certain jurisdictions, this can reduce
the potential cash flow generating capacity of the portfolio.

- At closing, instead of transferring to the issuer, the seller will keep all the security deposits that
the lessees have paid under the initial leases. However, the issuer is liable to re-pay the
security deposit (which the issuer didn't get at closing) to non-defaulted lessees at the initial
lease maturity. In case a lessee defaults, the issuer does not have a security deposit to mitigate
the defaulted lease payment.

- Many of the aircraft in the portfolio are owned by pre-existing entities. A potential liability claim
arising from the pre-existing aircraft-owning entities' prior activities could have a negative
impact on this transaction.

Mitigating Factors

The following factors partially mitigate the transaction's weaknesses:

- The initial credit quality of the portfolio is relatively strong and all lessees are current on their
payments but one. The portfolio has an approximately eight-year weighted average remaining
lease term, which should insulate the transaction from any near-term re-lease requirements
and the stresses in the current environment. The roll-out of vaccines and improving consumer
confidence should also provide some boost to the sector.

- Our criteria (see "Revised Cash Flow Assumptions And Stresses For Global Aircraft And Aircraft
Engine Lease Securitizations," Aug. 26, 2010) and modelling assumptions apply a number of
stresses through constant compounding factor each year to depreciate the aircraft's value,
application of defaults over three separate four-year recessionary cycles, longer aircraft on
ground assumptions upon default or lease termination, and lease rate decline assumptions
which reduce re-lease rates and the residual value upon sale of an aircraft during a modelled
recession. We also ran additional break-evens on revenue haircuts and delinquencies to test
the stability of the ratings (see cash flows section for details). The notes meet the payment
requirements, as specified in the transaction documents, at their respective levels under these
stress runs.

- In the event the two aircraft do not get transferred, the purchase price amount related to those
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aircraft will be released from the aircraft acquisition account to redeem the notes. We ran CDO
Evaluator by removing the two aircraft and the increased portfolio concentration did not have
any significant impact on the default rates assumed in our cash flow analysis.

- One of the PBH leases has a minimum lease payment amount and the other does not for a
certain period of time. Under our cash flow runs, we only give credit to the minimum lease
amounts, and, in the absence of it, we assume zero cash flows from that aircraft during such
periods.

- To cover the issuer's security deposit refund obligation, the transaction has a security deposit
reserve top-up mechanism, which allows for security deposit reserve top-up in the collection
account priority of payments (after scheduled principal payments on the series A and B notes).
We modelled both the security deposit refund obligations, as well as the security deposit
top-up mechanism, in our rating analysis. At closing, the security deposit account will be
funded at $4.5 million.

- The pre-existing aircraft-owning entities have been restricted to owning, acquiring, and leasing
the aircraft. There are also local law and FAA opinions, which state that the aircraft have no
other liens except for the liens in favor of the security trustee. The seller has also provided an
officer's certificate and representations and warranties (R&Ws) in the contribution agreement,
stating that there are no other liens on these aircraft except for the liens in favor of the security
trustee. Therefore, we view the risk from their past activities as insignificant.

S&P Global Ratings believes there remains high, albeit moderating, uncertainty about the
evolution of the coronavirus pandemic and its economic effects. Vaccine production is ramping up
and rollouts are gathering pace around the world. Widespread immunization, which will help pave
the way for a return to more normal levels of social and economic activity, looks to be achievable
by most developed economies by the end of the third quarter. However, some emerging markets
may only be able to achieve widespread immunization by year-end or later. We use these
assumptions about vaccine timing in assessing the economic and credit implications associated
with the pandemic (see our research at www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the situation evolves, we
will update our assumptions and estimates accordingly.

Environment, Social, And Governance (ESG) Credit Factors

Our rating analysis considers a transaction's potential exposure to ESG credit factors. In our view,
the transaction has material exposure to environmental and social credit factors.

Under the environmental credit factors, we consider the additional costs airlines who lease the
aircraft may face, or reduced aircraft values and lease rates, due to increasing regulation of
greenhouse gas emissions. Although aviation produces a small portion (less than 3% currently) of
global transport emissions, they are increasing and are difficult to reduce.

Under the social credit factors, we believe that planes are a high profile target for terrorism and
international routes can be disrupted by war. Health concerns, such as the pandemic, has
dramatically reduced air traffic, revenue, and earnings. Airlines carry insurance for potential
liabilities, though particularly catastrophic attacks may exhaust their coverage and require a
government backstop. Human capital management represents another exposure because many
airlines are heavily unionized and strikes can be very costly and disruptive. Safety is also a risk
because airplane accidents are highly visible and deadly (albeit rare statistically, and aircraft
value is typically covered by insurance).

We have generally accounted for this risk by applying stresses to the re-lease rates and residual
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values upon sale of the aircraft. We assign aircraft-specific depreciation rates along with
aircraft-specific technological and liquidity scores that determine the stress to re-lease rates and
residual values. We also run a sensitivity by assuming a shortened useful life for the aircraft. Our
modelled recessionary periods and the default rates applied during such periods generally
capture the impact on an airline's credit quality.

In our view, the environmental risks are partially mitigated by the composition of the portfolio, with
approximately 47% of the portfolio by its initial appraised value being aircraft with newer
generation technology (A220s, A320 Neos, and B737 Max 8). These airframes and engine models
have reduced fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, as well as meet more stringent
noise standards, as compared to their older generation variants. Additionally, the structural
features such as the scheduled amortization term of the notes, deleveraging of notes under
events of stress determined through trigger events, and the availability of a liquidity facility
covering nine months' interest on the senior notes, could generally protect the notes from an
unexpected reduction in lease income and liquidation value due to the environmental and social
credit factors.

Legal Structure

MAPS is a Delaware statutory trust, which will issue the initial notes (class A, B, and C notes)
under a master indenture. MAPS expects to use the proceeds of the notes to acquire all of the AOE
notes (series A, B, and C notes) issued by the two AOE issuers (MAPS US – a Delaware limited
liability company and MAPS Ireland – an Irish designated activity company).

The beneficial interests in MAPS are held by the trustee of a Delaware charitable trust. MAPS will
not have any directors, managers, officers, or employees. All the limited liability company
interests in MAPS US are held by the trustee of a Delaware orphan trust and all the shares in
MAPS Ireland are held on trust by an Irish charitable trustee for charitable purposes. Each of the
AOE issuers will have a board of three directors, one of whom shall be an independent director.

Payments on the AOE notes will be used to make payments to the initial notes. Each AOE issuer
jointly and severally guarantees the obligations of the other AOE issuer under the AOE notes and
the obligations of MAPS under the initial notes. There is a cross-default provision among the two
AOE issuers and MAPS.

On the closing date, each AOE issuer will pay the purchase price and issue class E certificates to
the respective seller in exchange for the beneficial interests in the aircraft in the portfolio. MAPS
US will acquire seven of the initial aircraft and MAPS Ireland will acquire 13 of the initial aircraft,
under their respective purchase agreements.

After the transaction closes, the master issuer will rely on the cash flow it receives from the AOE
notes to pay interest and principal on the initial notes.

The diagram below (see chart 1) describes the anticipated structure of the transaction at the end
of the purchase period. Dotted lines indicate payment or performance obligations, and solid lines
indicate ownership interests.
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As security for its obligations under the initial notes, MAPS will pledge its interests in the AOE
notes to the security trustee.

As security for their obligations under the AOE notes and the guarantees, the AOE issuers and
their subsidiaries will pledge the following to the security trustee:

- The interests in the aircraft and engines,

- The beneficial interests in the AOEs and in certain other wholly owned subsidiaries,

- The leases and associated payments,

- The accounts,

- The cash on hand and invested cash,

- The interests under any hedge agreements and the liquidity facility,

- Certain other collateral, and

- The collateral proceeds.
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The transaction features the registration of interests under the Cape Town Convention (the
Convention) and its related aircraft equipment protocol, to the extent applicable. The Convention
is an international treaty that creates a centralized electronic registry for interests, referred to as
"international interests in aircraft objects," such as those in the portfolio. When international
interests are created and assigned, they must be registered under the Convention to ensure that
the interests and their relative priorities are effective against other subsequently registered
international interests.

Each aircraft owner is located in a contracting state under the Convention and is expected to
pledge interest in its aircraft and engines to the security trustee, which is expected to be
registered as an international interest under the Convention. Other interests in the aircraft that
may be registered under the Convention include certain lease agreements and international
interest assignments.

Similar to other aircraft securitizations, local law mortgages generally will not be filed in the
aircraft registries where the aircraft are registered, even though security interests will be granted
under the security agreement and, in some cases, registered under the Convention. If the security
granted under the security agreement is not effective in a local jurisdiction because a mortgage
has not been filed, then a registration under the Convention would not necessarily enable
creditors to exercise certain direct rights and remedies regarding the aircraft. However, if an
international interest under the Convention is created but not registered, then the unfiled interest
could be primed by a subsequently filed international interest in terms of the international registry
priority scheme.

Preexisting AOEs

Some of the aircraft in this portfolio are owned by preexisting entities and are subject to prior
financings. There is risk associated with potential liabilities arising from a preexisting AOE's
previous leasing activities. All prior financings on the aircraft in the portfolio will be released when
it is delivered to the issuer. If possible under local law, local counsel will perform lien searches to
confirm that no liens exist on the aircraft other than those that will be discharged on the date the
aircraft are contributed into the structure. In addition, each transfer provided representations and
warranties that there is no litigation, proceedings, or claims against the aircraft. Therefore, we
view the risk from their past activities as minimal.

Transaction Comparison

Table 1 provides a comparison of recent aircraft securitization transactions.

Table 1

Transaction Comparison(i)

MAPS
2021-1
Trust

Tailwind
2019-1

Raptor
2019-1

WAVE
2019-1 LLC

JOL Air
2019-1

MAPS
2019-1
Limited

Zephyrus
Capital
Aviation
Partners
2018-1
Ltd. START Ltd.

MAPS
2018-1
Ltd.

Servicer Merx
Aviation
Servicing
Ltd.

Airborne
Capital Ltd.

Seraph
Aviation
Management
Ltd.

Wings
Capital
Partners
LLC

Stratos Merx
Aviation
Servicing
Ltd.

Zephyrus
Aviation
Capital Ltd.

GE Capital
Aviation
Services
Ltd.

Merx
Aviation
Servicing
Ltd.
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Table 1

Transaction Comparison(i) (cont.)

MAPS
2021-1
Trust

Tailwind
2019-1

Raptor
2019-1

WAVE
2019-1 LLC

JOL Air
2019-1

MAPS
2019-1
Limited

Zephyrus
Capital
Aviation
Partners
2018-1
Ltd. START Ltd.

MAPS
2018-1
Ltd.

LMM of aircraft half-life base values and
half-life current market values (mil. $)

597 701 827 781 638 521 454 703 605

Class A initial LTV (%)(iii) 70 73 67 71 72 63 74 61 69

Class A initial rating A (sf) (ii) A (sf) A (sf) A (sf) A (sf) A (sf) A (sf) A (sf) A (sf)

Class B initial LTV (%)(iii) 82 84 81 82 83 76 N/A 78 78

Class B initial rating BBB (sf) (ii) BBB (sf) BBB (sf) BBB (sf) BBB (sf) BBB (sf) N/A BBB (sf) BBB (sf)

Class C initial LTV (%)(iii) 90 91 88 87 87 83 N/A 84 84

Class C initial rating BB (sf) (ii) BB (sf) BB (sf) BB (sf) NR BB (sf) N/A BB (sf) BB (sf)

Classes A and B scheduled amortization
(years)

13-year
straightline

13.5-year
straightline

14-year
straightline

14-year
straightline

14-year
straightline

12.5-year
straightline

12-year
straightline

14-year
straightline

13-year
straightline

Expected maturity (years) 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7

No. of aircraft 20 17 19 23 15 19 21 24 25

Weighted avg. age (years) 5.8 (iv) 4.7 3.9 4.5 4.1 8.5 13.3 8.2 9

Weighted avg. remaining lease term (years) 8.4 (iv) 6.3 6.8 6.4 8.1 5.2 2.9 4 4.4

Developing market exposure (%) 34 60 80 91 72 76 29 64 56

Narrow-bodies/wide-bodies/cargo/regional
jet (%)

82/0/18/0/0 75/25/0/0 67/33/0/0 100/0/0/0 63/37/0/0 89/11/0/0 69/31/0/0 89/11/0/0 100/0/0/0

Largest initial country concentration (%) U.S. (30.2) Indonesia
(13.9)

China (14.2) Vietnam
(19.1)

Malaysia
(23.6)

U.S. (20.1) South
Korea
(17.1)

India (14.7) U.S. (33.6)

Largest initial lessee (%) Delta Air
Lines (23.8)

Air France
(12.9)

Avianca
(12.4)

Interjet
(11.1)

Qatar
Airways
Q.C.S.C.
(18.7)

Avianca
(15.7)

Qantas
(12.9)

Jet Airways
India Ltd.
(14.7)

American
(15.9)

(i)All percentages and averages are weighted by the aircraft initial appraised values as per transaction documents. (ii)Expected. (iii)Based on LMM of half-life base values and half-life current
market values. (iv) As of March 31, 2021. LMM--Lower of the mean and median. N/A--Not applicable. LTV--Loan-to-value.

Portfolio Overview

Table 2 provides a summary of the transaction's closing aircraft portfolio.
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Table 2

Closing Aircraft Portfolio

No.
Serial

Number
Aircraft
model

Date of
Manufacture Engine type Lessee

LMM of
HLBV and
HLMV ($)

Alton's
maintenance

adjustment
(May 31, 2021)

Initial
appraised

value
reported in

transaction
document ($)

1 5228 A320-200 7/26/2012 V2527-A5
SelectOne

Scoot
Tigerair

22,534,648 268,510 24,151,000

2 5387 A320-200 12/5/2012 V2527-A5
SelectOne

Spirit
Airlines

23,366,860 (1,930,453) 22,813,262

3 5669 A320-200 7/3/2013 CFM56-5B4/3 Cebu
Pacific

25,182,335 (4,310,554) 22,217,348

4 5687 A320-200 7/22/2013 CFM56-5B4/3 Cebu
Pacific

25,182,335 (4,623,773) 21,904,129

5 5917 A320-200 12/20/2013 CFM56-5B4/3 Cebu
Pacific

25,859,095 (3,730,212) 23,486,519

6 6001 A320-200 3/3/2014 V2527-A5
SelectOne

Wizz Air 25,599,744 (2,888,362) 24,044,733

7 6115 A320-200 6/2/2014 V2527-A5
SelectOne

Wizz Air 26,086,033 (2,178,970) 25,245,612

8 9435 A320-200N 12/20/2019 PW1127G-JM S7
Airlines

39,646,574 6,840,047 47,871,096

9 9508 A320-200N 1/27/2020 PW1127G-JM S7
Airlines

39,781,704 7,121,282 48,278,085

10 30559 B747-400F 4/25/2000 CF6-80C2B5FG04 Atlas
Air

23,690,090 (5,204,841) 17,758,749

11 32965 B777F 2/24/2009 GE90-110B1L Air
France

81,145,472 (1,477,984) 81,412,997

12 36588 B737-800 4/10/2012 CFM56-7B24E Air
Europa

23,674,086 (4,171,003) 20,765,747

13 39625 B737-800 9/4/2013 CFM56-7B24E GOL 25,983,819 (4,990,069) 22,312,906

14 40790 B737-800 10/15/2013 CFM56-7B26E Copa
Airlines

28,036,597 (2,461,792) 26,979,185

15 50039 A220-100 7/25/2019 PW1519G Delta
Air
Lines

24,523,891 4,542,937 29,716,709

16 50040 A220-100 8/9/2019 PW1519G Delta
Air
Lines

24,557,891 4,493,039 29,700,477

17 50041 A220-100 8/29/2019 PW1519G Delta
Air
Lines

24,557,891 4,804,093 30,011,531

18 50044 A220-100 9/30/2019 PW1519G Delta
Air
Lines

24,593,724 4,684,751 29,925,856

19 50046 A220-100 10/30/2019 PW1519G Delta
Air
Lines

24,661,382 4,814,290 30,121,952
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Table 2

Closing Aircraft Portfolio (cont.)

20 64295 B737 MAX
8

12/3/2018 CFM-LEAP-1B27 Enter
Air

38,630,590 8,085,333 49,339,393

Total 597,294,760 7,686,269 628,057,286

LMM--Lower of mean and median. HLBV--Half-life base value. HLMV--Half-life current market value.

Initial Asset Values

We have received aircraft appraisals as of March 2021 from Morten Beyer & Agnew Inc. and IBA
Group Ltd., and as of first-quarter 2021 from Avitas Inc. Each appraiser provided us with the
half-life base value (HLBV) and half-life current market value (HLMV) of each aircraft in the
portfolio.

Unlike the maintenance-adjusted value, which reflects an aircraft's actual technical status and
maintenance condition, the half-life value assumes that an aircraft is halfway between major
maintenance overhauls. We use the half-life value in our analysis to project future lease rentals
because it is more stable than using the maintenance-adjusted value, which is volatile because it
depends on an aircraft's actual maintenance status.

To project the initial aircraft portfolio's cash flow, the half-life value we use is the LMM of the
three appraisers' HLBVs and HLMVs, which totals $597,294,760 for this portfolio. We use this
half-life value in both our cash flow modeling and portfolio statistics. Using our depreciation rate
assumptions for each aircraft type as listed later in the report, the depreciated aircraft value as of
June 2021 is $588,250,991.

The initial appraised value reported in the transaction documents is $628,057,284, which equals
the sum of the average of the three appraisers' HLBVs as of their appraisal date and Alton's
maintenance adjustments as of May 2021 (see table 3).

Table 3

Initial Asset Portfolio Values

Appraisals

Half-life base value
($)

Half-life current market
value ($)

Morten Beyer & Agnew Inc. 625,960,000 593,800,000

IBA Group Ltd. 629,742,000 564,012,000

Avitas Inc. 605,411,044 568,243,102

LMM of half-life base values and half-life
current market values

597,294,760

Average of half-life base values ($) 620,371,015

Alton's maintenance adjustment ($) 7,686,269

Initial appraised value reported in the
transaction documents ($)

628,057,284
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Aircraft Asset Analysis

All percentages are based on the LMM of HLBV and HLMV of $597,294,760.

Aircraft type

The initial aircraft portfolio consists of a diverse mix of popular and some newer generation
commercial jets. The 20-aircraft portfolio has 18 narrow-body aircraft and two wide-body
freighters. The portfolio also includes Boeing's new 737 MAX 8 aircraft, which is the first in aircraft
securitizations rated by S&P Global Ratings. The servicer confirmed that there are no further
restrictions on flying this aircraft even in the wake of the recent issues with the electrical systems
seen in some of the MAX models. This is also the first instance of Airbus' A220-100 in S&P Global
Ratings-rated aircraft securitizations. All five A220-100s in the portfolio are on a 14-year lease
with Delta Air Lines. See table 4 for a detailed breakdown of the initial portfolio by aircraft type.

Table 4

Initial Asset Portfolio Composition By Aircrfat Type

Aircraft model LMM half-life value (%) No. of aircraft Average age (years)(i) Airframe still in production?

A220-100 20.6 5 1.73 Yes

A320-200 29.1 7 7.80 Yes

A320-200N 13.3 2 1.39 Yes

B737 MAX 8 6.5 1 2.49 Yes

B737-800 13.0 3 8.13 Yes

B747-400F 4.0 1 21.11 No

B777F 13.6 1 12.27 Yes

(i)Based on the LMM half-life value and calculated as of May 31, 2021. LMM--Lower of mean and median.

Airbus delivered its first new fuel-efficient engine option version (neo) of these planes in January
2016. This version is up to 15% more fuel efficient than the A320-200. However, we don't foresee a
substantial negative value on A320-200 lease rates and values for the foreseeable future, since
replacing all of the current A320 family will take many years.

The B737-800 is the most successful of Boeing's family of current technology narrow-body planes.
Its direct competitor is Airbus' A320, which is also a very successful airplane. We consider the
B737-800 to be, along with the A320-200, the best aircraft collateral currently available, given its
very extensive user base and strong residual value performance. However, as is the case for the
Airbus narrow-body aircraft, Boeing has introduced a successor model--the MAX version,
featuring new, fuel-efficient engines and some other changes. In addition, the neo version of the
Airbus A320 has already been in service since 2016, unlike the MAX. Although operations and
deliveries of the MAX version has resumed after being grounded for over a year due to two crashes
of the model, given the size of the existing B737-800 fleet and the long backlog for the MAX
version, we do not expect material downward pressure on the value of these planes in the
foreseeable future. The MAX in this portfolio is cleared for flying.

The A220-100 is a smaller variant of Airbus' A220 family. The model, initially designed by
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Bombardier Aerospace as the Bombardier CSeries, was later rebranded as A220 after Airbus
acquired majority stake through a joint venture in July 2018. It is becoming more prevalent among
airlines globally.

Aircraft depreciation and useful life

For aircraft that employ older technology or have other adverse asset risk factors, assumed
depreciation would be more rapid (and vice versa). We applied an annual compounding
depreciation rate (see table 5) on the preceding year's value. Our depreciation rates generally
correlate with our views on the aircraft models' resale liquidity and technological risk.

Table 5

Aircraft Depreciation And Useful Life

Aircraft
Annual compounding depreciation

(%)
Aircraft useful life (rating run)

(years)
Aircraft useful life (sensitivity run)

(years)

B737 MAX 8 94.50 25 22

B737-800 94.00 25 22

B747-400F 89.00 30 30

B777F 92.00 30 30

A220-100 92.00 25 22

A320-200 93.00 25 22

A320-200N 94.50 25 22

We typically assume 25 years of useful life for the Airbus and Boeing aircraft in this portfolio, 30
years for new freighter aircraft, and 15 years from the conversion date for freighter aircraft
converted from passenger planes. In our sensitivity analysis, we assume 22 years of useful life for
all aircraft other than the freighters, for which we assume 30 years of useful life.

Initial asset age

All the 18 narrow-body passenger planes in the portfolio were manufactured between 2012 and
2020. The two freighters were manufactured in 2000 and 2009. The weighted average age of the
total portfolio is 6.5 years as of May 31, 2021, based on the half-life values (see chart 3). The
weighted average age of the portfolio excluding the freighters is approximately five years.

Although most of these aircraft models are still in production, aircraft that are manufactured near
the end of the model's production tend to have higher volatility in value retention than earlier
produced aircraft.
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Chart 2

Lessee Analysis

The top three lessees represent approximately 47% of the portfolio by portfolio value (see tables 6
and 7). Our CDO Evaluator considered the lessee concentration and correlations; therefore, our
projected default rates at various rating stresses reflect this portfolio's lessee concentration.

Table 6

Lessee Country Distribution

Country LMM half-life value (%) No. of aircraft

United States 28.5 7

France 13.6 1

Russia 13.3 2

Philippines 12.8 3

Hungary 8.7 2

Poland 6.5 1

Panama 4.7 1

Brazil 4.4 1

Spain 4.0 1

Singapore 3.8 1
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Table 7

Lessee Distribution

Lessee LMM half-life value (%) No. of aircraft

Delta Air Lines Inc. 20.6 5

Société Air France 13.6 1

S7 Airlines 13.3 2

Cebu Air Inc. 12.8 3

Wizz Air Hungary Ltd. 8.7 2

Enter Air 6.5 1

Compañía Panameña de Aviación S.A. 4.7 1

GOL Linhas Aéreas S.A. 4.4 1

Atlas Air Inc. 4.0 1

Air Europa Líneas Aéreas, S.A.U. 4.0 1

Spirit Airlines Inc. 3.9 1

Scoot Tigerair Pte. Ltd. 3.8 1

The initial airline lessees' overall credit quality is estimated to be well into the speculative-grade
category ('BB+' or below), which is typical for aircraft operating lease portfolio securitizations. We
use our CDO Evaluator to generate the aircraft portfolio-level default rate. The simulation model
inputs include lessee name, lessee credit quality, aircraft value, correlation within the airline
industry, lessee country, country rating, and correlations among countries and regions. For airline
lessees in the portfolio that S&P Global Ratings does not rate, we will provide a credit quality
estimate. Our credit quality estimate takes into consideration public information, including,
among other things, company structure and parent entities.

Chart 3 shows the initial asset portfolio distribution by initial lease remaining maturity.
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Chart 3

Aircraft Leasing Business Outlook

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, airline traffic had been growing at approximately twice the rate of
global GDP. Had this growth rate continued, aircraft manufacturers estimated the need for around
30,000-40,000 new aircraft over the next 20 years, a majority to support growth, rather than
replacing retired aircraft. However, since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the various
regulations and restrictions on air travel since March 2020, global air traffic has declined sharply.
According to the International Air Transport Assn. (IATA), global traffic declined by around 66% in
2020 compared with 2019 level. We expect the recovery to be slow and at a varying pace across
jurisdictions, and that the traffic levels in 2021 could still be 40%-60% lower than in 2019. With
more widespread vaccinations, airline traffic has recovered close to pre-pandemic levels in the
domestic leisure short haul routes such as in China and in the U.S. We expect longer-haul and
business traffic to take longer to recover--likely not for a few years.

Aircraft lessors account for around 40% of the total global aircraft fleet, a proportion that could
increase to perhaps 50% in coming years. However, the pandemic and traffic decline has resulted
in the need for fewer aircraft in general. This is especially the case for widebody aircraft, as
international traffic has declined to a greater extent than shorter haul and mostly domestic traffic
largely served using narrow-body aircraft. This is due in large part to widespread quarantines and
passenger concerns about lengthy flights and the possibility of being stranded overseas. Many
airlines have sharply reduced their fleets by parking aircraft until demand recovers and retiring
some of them permanently. At the same time, near-term airline and aircraft lessor order books for
new aircraft from the manufacturers have been sharply reduced, either through deferrals or
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outright cancellations.

Thus far, the lessors have fared better than their airline customers, some of which have filed for
bankruptcy or, in some cases, shut down. Against this backdrop, aircraft lessors have experienced
extensive requests for rental deferrals from airline customers. A significant portion, especially for
those airlines receiving government aid and which are expected to survive, have been granted. The
deferrals have mostly been for several-month periods, with the expectation they will be repaid in
full later in 2021 or over a more extended period. Indeed, many of the Chinese airlines, which were
the earliest to request deferrals, have already begun to repay, as they have partly restored their
flying. Aircraft repossessions have so far been less common and in those cases lessors have
mostly been able to sign leases with new airlines, albeit at lower lease rates. In some cases
lessors have helped airline customers raise liquidity by buying some of their aircraft and leasing
them back to the airline.

Aircraft lessors have also cancelled or deferred new aircraft deliveries, a situation that has been
aided by the grounding (March 2019 to December 2020) of the Boeing 737 MAX, as well as
production cutbacks by the manufacturers, the latter a trend we expect to continue over the next
few years due to weaker demand. Most aircraft lessors have maintained strong liquidity, with
access to the capital markets, including for unsecured debt. Many aircraft lessors also have
experienced management teams, who have been through previous industry downturns (e.g., after
9/11 and the global financial crisis), although the breadth of this downturn is unprecedented.
However, even in this environment, for the most part, aircraft lessors rated by S&P Global Ratings
have maintained their ratings. Recently, we have revised outlooks to stable from negative on many
lessors as the impact from lower revenues and cash flow has been less negative on their credit
metrics than originally expected. We have maintained negative outlooks on others for other
reasons, such as AerCap's proposed acquisition of GECAS. Those lessors that ran into financial
difficulties have been those that were relatively small with mostly encumbered assets and weak
liquidity.

While we still believe the outlook for aircraft lessors is positive over the longer term, the
environment over the nearer term is more cloudy due to the impact from the pandemic. The scale
of rental deferrals has been greater than we initially anticipated. If most of these are repaid in
2021 or in 2022, this will have limited credit implications, since the lessors mostly have strong
liquidity. However, we do expect lease rates will continue to remain under pressure and not return
to pre-pandemic levels for several years. Yet, we expect lessors to continue to benefit from the use
of their balance sheets to provide liquidity to the airlines over the nearer term. Over the longer
term, we expect them to benefit from their newer and more efficient aircraft that will be in great
demand as the emphasis on ESG becomes more prevalent.

In the aircraft securitization space, we saw some significant reductions in lease revenues due to
the deferral requests and late payments by the lessees. Most of the transactions saw a steep
decline in their DSCR (even below 1x) due to a combination of reduced collections and
accumulation of unpaid scheduled principal payment amounts. All transactions have a liquidity
reserve or a third-party provided liquidity facility to cover interest payments on the senior notes
(typically sized at nine months' interest on the senior notes). The subordinated notes did not
receive their interest payments, which gets added to the outstanding principal balance of the
class, thereby increasing their LTVs. We took several rating actions to reflect the impact of the
stress on these transactions (see "Various Actions Taken On Aircraft And Aircraft Engine ABS
Transaction Ratings Previously Placed On Watch", published Sept. 15, 2020).
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Servicer Review

Merx Aviation Servicing Ltd. is the servicer for the transaction. It will provide the transaction with
re-lease remarketing, aircraft sales, third-party aircraft maintenance monitoring, technical
inspections, and other professional services. The servicer is a subsidiary of Merx Aviation Finance
Assets Ireland Ltd.

Merx Aviation Finance LLC was founded in September 2012 by Apollo Investment Corp., which is
managed by Apollo Global Management (Apollo). Merx's portfolio consists of 113 aircraft on lease
to 48 airlines in 30 countries as of March 31, 2021. Its senior management team includes five
members that have extensive experience in aviation, and utilizes Apollo for accounting and legal
resources.

In its early years, the company leveraged a network of servicers to assist in the management of the
fleet, while Merx engaged with asset management, including decision making with respect to the
aircraft and associated documentation. However, after its inception, Merx grew to be a full-service
aircraft asset manager. For example, Merx has acted as servicer to the aircraft currently owned in
the MAPS portfolio, as well as the aircraft in the MAPS 2018-1 and MAPS 2019-1 portfolios, since
May 2018.

We believe Merx' capability to service this transaction's aircraft portfolio is adequate.

Other Service Providers

Maintenance appraiser

The issuer contracted Alton to forecast the transaction's life-time maintenance-related cash
flows before the transaction closes. After the transaction closes, the servicer will provide a
forward-looking 18-month maintenance expense projection at least semiannually, which Alton
will review and confirm for reasonableness and achievability.

Initial liquidity facility provider

Natixis S.A., New York Branch (A+/Negative/A-1) will provide a liquidity facility that may be drawn
on to pay expenses, any senior hedge amounts due, and interest on the Class A and B notes. The
rating on Natixis S.A., New York Branch is expected to be consistent with our counterparty criteria
to support the preliminary ratings we assigned to the notes. The transaction's threshold rating
requires a long-term unsecured credit rating of 'BBB' or better while the series A notes are
outstanding and, if the series A notes are not outstanding, 'BBB-'.

Security trustee, trustee, and operating bank

UMB Bank N.A. (A/Negative/A-1) will act as the security trustee, trustee, and operating bank. UMB
Bank N.A. will continue to be the operating bank so long as it has a long-term unsecured credit
rating of 'BBB' or better.
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Managing Agent

Phoenix American Financial Services Inc. will act as managing agent. The managing agent will
perform certain administrative and cash management services, including producing the monthly,
quarterly, and annual reports.

Transaction Provisions

Maintenance reserve account

The transaction has a maintenance reserve account that will be funded at $3 million on the closing
date. The account will be used to primarily cover the maintenance expense with respect to the
aircraft portfolio. On or prior to the first anniversary of the closing date, the account can also be
used to cover specified rent shortfalls or reductions in rent relating to PBH utilization or future
deferrals. The account will be replenished at different levels in the priority of payments up to the
maximum senior reserve required amount (step four of the priority of payments pre-default) and
the maximum junior reserve required amount (step nine of the priority of payment pre-default).
The respective required amounts will be sized as a percentage of the projected maintenance
expenses due, on a forward-looking basis as specified in table 8 below (the required amount will
be the aggregate value derived from such calculation). The maximum junior reserve required
amount will be the incremental amount over the maximum senior reserve required amount and
will be equal to zero after seven years from closing date. At any time after December 2022, any
excess amount in the account over the combined maximum senior and junior required amounts
will be transferred to the collections account to be distributed according to the priority of
payments.

Table 8

Maintenance required amounts

Month

Maximum senior required amount
for first seven years from closing

(% of projected maintenance
expenses)

Maximum senior required amount
after seven years from closing (%

of projected maintenance
expenses)

Maximum junior required amount
for first seven years from closing

(% of projected maintenance
expenses )

1 100 100 100

2 75 90 90

3 50 80 80

4 35 70 70

5 20 60 60

6 10 50 50

7 40 40

8 35 30

9 30 20

10 25 15

11 20 10

12 10 5
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Heavy maintenance reserve account

The transaction has a heavy maintenance reserve account, which will be funded through the
priority of payments and will be used to pay maintenance costs not covered by the maintenance
reserve account. The account is set up to account for spikes in maintenance costs and has a
target amount of $25 million. The account will be replenished at step five of the priority of
payments pre-default (prior to scheduled principal payments on the series A and B notes), up to
25% of available collections. The replenishment will occur if: (a) a rapid amortization event has
occurred, (b) the number of leases paying utilization rent is four or fewer, and (c) such a payment
date is after the sixth anniversary of the closing date and is on or prior to January 2031. If the
amounts in the account remain unutilized and, if either the DSCR is greater than or equal to 1.15x
or if clause (b) above is not satisfied, such amounts may be transferred to the collections account.
Under our stress runs, we observed a spike in the projected maintenance expenses and this
account helps to cover for those costs thereby preserving lease collections for interest payment
on the senior notes.

Security deposit and liquidity account

Since the security deposits on the leases are not transferred to the issuer, it becomes the issuer's
obligation to repay the deposits when they become due upon a lease expiration. On the closing
date, the account will be funded at $4.5 million. The amounts in the account can be used to repay
security deposits due amounts, Remarketing/reconfiguration/repossession (RRR) costs,
maintenance costs, interest and scheduled principal payment amounts on the series A and B
notes, liquidity facility advance obligations, and the liquidity facility reserve account top up. The
account will be replenished at a junior level in the waterfall up to the maximum security deposit
reserve amount which is the greater of A and B in table 9 below. The calculated amount under B of
the table is referred to as the SDLA look forward amount. The maximum amount that can be drawn
from this account to cover expenses other than security deposit repayments will be the excess, if
any, of the balance in the account over the SDLA look forward amount. On any payment date, the
excess in this account over the required amount shall be transferred to the collections account.

Table 9

Maximum Security Deposit Reserve Amount

A B

Date Required amount ($) Month % of remaining security deposit

Closing date to March 2022 4,500,000 1 100

April 2022 to March 2023 3,500,000 2 90

April 2023 to March 2024 2,500,000 3 80

Thereafter 0 4 70

5 60

6 50

7 40

8 30

9 25

10 20
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Table 9

Maximum Security Deposit Reserve Amount (cont.)

A B

Date Required amount ($) Month % of remaining security deposit

11 15

12 10

Series C interest reserve account

This account will have a balance of $1 million on the closing date. The account can be used to
cover interest payments on the series C notes for the first seven years and thereafter will be
transferred to the collections account to be distributed as per the priority of payments. The
account will not be replenished.

Expense account

The transaction has an expense account funded at $500,000 on the closing date to cover for any
senior expenses. The account is sized to cover the next three months' expenses (like RRR costs
and per aircraft fees) and is replenished at the top of the waterfall.

Scheduled amortization

The series A and B notes' scheduled principal payment follows a straight-line 13-years-to-zero
amortization profile.

The series C notes' scheduled principal payment follows a straight-line seven-years-to-zero
amortization profile.

Similar to the majority of aircraft securitization transactions rated by S&P Global Ratings prior to
the pandemic, this transaction has an expected final payment date (seven years post-closing),
after which the amortization will be full turbo after scheduled principal payments.

Excess proceeds payment

The excess proceeds payment equals the pro rata portion of 105% of any excess proceeds
collected. Excess proceeds include end-of-lease payments; proceeds or fees associated with a
lease restructuring or lease termination; lease payments under a green-time lease; payments
relating to the re-leasing of an asset when, at the time of such re-leasing, the adjusted base value
of the asset is less than 75% of the product of the notes' outstanding principal balance and the
aircraft's asset allocable debt percentage (at closing); and other payments by a lessee in lieu of
maintenance, future lease payments, or other obligations under a lease.

Rapid amortization with respect to the series A and series B notes

A rapid amortization event includes any of the following:

- The DSCR is below 1.15x within a three-month period from the third-month anniversary of the
initial closing date;
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- The utilization test is breached (less than 75% of the adjusted portfolio value of the aircraft is
utilized) within a three-month period; or

- The seventh anniversary of the initial closing date has occurred.

Cash trap

A DSCR cash trap event occurs on a payment date occurring on or after the third payment date
after the initial closing date when the DSCR for that payment date or either of the two immediately
preceding payment dates is less than 1.20x. If a DSCR cash trap event has occurred and is
continuing, but no rapid amortization event has occurred, all the remaining collections will be
transferred to the cash trap account. If the DSCR is above 1.20x for three consecutive months, the
trigger will be cured and all amounts on deposit in the cash trap account will be released to the
collections account.

Aircraft disposition/part-out

The issuer may sell, transfer, part-out, or dispose of any part, engine, or asset aircraft subject to
certain conditions, including the following:

- No more than 15% of the appraised value of the portfolio may be subject to a part-out prior to
the second anniversary of the closing date.

- No more than 20% of the appraised value of the portfolio may be subject to a part-out after the
second anniversary of the closing date, but prior to the fourth anniversary of the closing date.

- The part-out is approved by a director resolution if it relates to an aircraft that is less than 15
years of age.

- The adjusted base value of all aircraft that are below value dispositions may not exceed 10% of
the portfolio value in any one-year period or a rapid amortization event or DSCR cash trap event
may not occur as a result of a below value disposition.

Payment Priority--AOE Issuer Level--MAPS US and MAPS Ireland

Payment priority before an event of default (AOE issuer)

The amount the collection account is payable on each payment date in the following priority if
there is no event of default (see table 10). All "guaranteed shortfall amounts" at different steps in
the waterfall below are deposited into a guarantee account, which are then used to pay like
obligations for the AOE issuer at the same level of priority.

Table 10

Priority (Before An Event Of Default)

Priority Payment

1 First, expenses including liquidity facility commitment fee, service provider fee (other than end of lease
compensation and disposition fees), and indemnification amounts capped at $10 million; and second, the
guaranteed required expense amount shortfall.
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Table 10

Priority (Before An Event Of Default) (cont.)

Priority Payment

2 First, pro rata to pay series A note interest amount and hedge payment; second, the guaranteed series A
interest shortfall and the guaranteed senior hedge payments shortfall; third, to pay series B note interest
amount; and fourth, the guaranteed series B interest shortfall.

3 First, to pay liquidity facility advance obligations consisting of interest; second, to top up liquidity facility
reserve account and to pay all other liquidity facility advance obligations, pro rata; and third the guaranteed
liquidity facility advance obligations shortfall.

4 First, to the maintenance reserve account, the additional senior maintenance reserve amount; and second,
the guaranteed additional senior maintenance reserve amount shortfall.

5 If a heavy maintenance reserve trigger event has occurred, 25% of the remaining collections to: first, the
heavy maintenance reserve account, to the additional heavy maintenance reserve amount, if applicable,
and second, the guaranteed additional heavy maintenance reserve amount shortfall.

6 First, to pay series A notes scheduled principal payment amount; second, the guaranteed series A
scheduled principal payment amount shortfall; third, to pay series B notes scheduled principal payment
amount; and fourth, the guaranteed series B scheduled principal payment amount shortfall.

7 If the balance on deposit in the SDLAs of the AOE issuers is less than SDLA look-forward amounts, 100% of
the remaining collections, otherwise 25% of the remaining collections, to the SDLA: first, the additional
security deposit reserve amount and second, the guaranteed additional security deposit reserve amount
shortfall.

8 First, any outstanding sales fee and end of lease compensation fee, pro-rata; and second, any guaranteed
sales fee shortfall and any guaranteed end of lease compensation fee shortfall.

9 First, to the maintenance reserve account, the additional junior reserve amount; and second, any
guaranteed additional junior reserve amount shortfall.

10 First, to pay series A outstanding disposition premium; second, guaranteed series A disposition premium
shortfall; third, series B outstanding disposition premium; and fourth, guaranteed series B disposition
premium shortfall.

11 First, to pay excess proceeds series A payments; second, to pay guaranteed excess proceeds series A
payment shortfall; third, excess proceeds series B payments; and fourth, guaranteed excess proceeds
series B payment shortfall.

12 If a rapid amortization event has occurred or is continuing, to pay rapid amortization amount as follows:
first, to the series A account, outstanding balance of this issuer's series A notes; second, to the other
issuer's series A account, the outstanding balance of the other issuer's series A notes; third, to the series B
account, outstanding balance of the issuer's series B notes; and fourth, to the other issuer's series B
account, the outstanding balance of the other issuer's series B notes.

13 If a cash trap event has occurred, all remaining collections to the cash trap account

14 First, series C notes interest amount; and second, to pay guaranteed series C interest shortfall.

15 First, to pay series C notes scheduled principal payment amount; second, to pay guaranteed series C
scheduled principal payment amount shortfall; third, the series C notes' excess proceeds series payment;
fourth, guaranteed excess proceeds series C payment shortfall; fifth, from and after the seventh
anniversary of the closing date, to the series C account, outstanding balance of this issuer's series C notes;
and sixth, to the other issuer's series C account, the outstanding balance of the other issuer's series C
notes.

16 First, subordinated expenses and subordinated hedge payments, pro rata; and second, the guaranteed
subordinated expenses shortfall and guaranteed subordinated hedge payments shortfall, pro rata.

17 From and after the seventh anniversary of the closing date, to pay first, the series A notes step-up amount;
second, the guaranteed series A step-up amount shortfall; third, series B notes step-up amount; fourth, the
guaranteed series B step-up amount shortfall; fifth, series C notes step-up amount; and sixth, the
guaranteed series C step-up amount shortfall.

18(i) First, series D notes interest amount; and second, to pay guaranteed series D interest shortfall.
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Table 10

Priority (Before An Event Of Default) (cont.)

Priority Payment

19 First, to pay series D notes scheduled principal payment amount; second, to pay guaranteed series D
scheduled principal payment amount shortfall; third, the series D notes' excess proceeds series payment;
and fourth, guaranteed excess proceeds series D payment shortfall.

20 From and after the seventh anniversary of the closing date, to pay first, the series D notes step-up amount
and then the guaranteed series D step-up amount shortfall.

21 first, the servicer extraordinary expenses amount; second, any guaranteed servicer extraordinary expenses
amount shortfall; third, any SDLA additional amount; and fourth, any guaranteed SDLA additional amount
shortfall.

22 first, the additional disposition contribution amount and second, any guaranteed additional disposition
contribution amount shortfall.

23 To the other issuer, the net intercompany obligations owed by the issuer.

24 To repay any cure advances, any additional advances, and then to the E notes, all remaining amounts.

(i)At closing, the series D notes will not be issued. SDLA--security deposit and liquidity account.

Payment priority following an event of default (AOE issuer)

The amount the collection account is payable on each payment date in the following priority if
there is no event of default (see table 11). All "guaranteed shortfall amounts" at different steps in
the waterfall below are deposited into a guarantee account, which are then used to pay like
obligations for the AOE issuer at the same level of priority.

Table 11

Payment Priority (Following An Event Of Default)

Priority Payment

1 First, expenses including liquidity facility commitment fee, service provider fee (other than end of lease
compensation and disposition fees), and indemnification amounts; and second, the guaranteed required
expense amount shortfall.

2 First, to pay liquidity facility advance obligations consisting of interest; second, to top up liquidity facility
reserve account and to pay all other liquidity facility advance obligations, pro rata; and third the guaranteed
liquidity facility advance obligations shortfall.

3 First, to pay series A note interest amount and hedge payment, pro rata; second, the guaranteed series A
interest shortfall and the guaranteed senior hedge payments shortfall, pro-rata; third, series A notes'
outstanding principal balance, and fourth, the guaranteed series A outstanding principal balance shortfall.

4 First, to pay series B note interest amount; second, the guaranteed series B interest shortfall; third, series B
notes' outstanding principal balance; and fourth, the guaranteed series B outstanding principal balance
shortfall.

5 First, series C notes' interest amount; second, the guaranteed series C interest shortfall; third, series C
notes' outstanding principal balance; and fourth, the guaranteed series C outstanding principal balance
shortfall.

6 First, series A notes' outstanding disposition premium; second, to the guarantee account, the guaranteed
series A disposition premium shortfall; third, series B notes' outstanding disposition premium; and fourth,
to the guarantee account, the guaranteed series B disposition premium shortfall.

7 First, any outstanding sales fee and end of lease compensation fee, pro-rata; and second, any guaranteed
sales fee shortfall and any guaranteed end of lease compensation fee shortfall.
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Table 11

Payment Priority (Following An Event Of Default) (cont.)

Priority Payment

8 From and after the seventh anniversary of the initial closing date, first, series A notes step-up amount;
second, guaranteed series A step-up amount shortfall; third, series B notes step-up amount; fourth,
guaranteed series B step-up amount shortfall; fifth, the series C notes step-up amount; and sixth, the
guaranteed series C step-up amount shortfall.

9 First, special indemnity payments and subordinated judgment amounts, pro rata; and second, guaranteed
special indemnity payments shortfall and guaranteed subordinated judgment amounts shortfall, pro rata.

10 First, subordinated hedge payments; and second, guaranteed subordinated hedge payments shortfall.

11(i) First, series D notes' interest amount; second, the guaranteed series D interest shortfall; third, series D
notes' outstanding principal balance; and fourth, the guaranteed series D outstanding principal balance
shortfall; fifth, from and after the seventh anniversary of the closing date, the series D notes step-up
amount; and sixth, the guaranteed series D step-up amount shortfall.

12 To the other issuer, the net intercompany obligations owed by the issuer.

13 To repay any cure advances, any additional advances, and then to the E notes, all remaining amounts.

(i)At closing, the series D notes will not be issued.

Events Of Default--AOE Issuer Level

Each of the following constitutes an event of default for an AOE issuer (subject to certain cure
periods and grace periods) under the AOE issuer's document:

- Failure to pay interest, when due, on the series A notes or failure to pay interest, when due, on
the series B notes while they are the senior-most class outstanding (in each case, excluding
any step-up amount), and the failure is not cured in five business days;

- Failure to pay any of the AOE notes' outstanding principal or failure to pay all accrued and
unpaid interest amounts (excluding step-up amounts) on the AOE notes on the legal final
maturity date;

- Failure to pay any other amount when due and payable in connection with any notes to the
extent that there are available amounts in the collection accounts or under the liquidity facility,
and the failure is not cured in five business days;

- Failure to comply with any of the representations, warranties, covenants, or obligations under
the transaction documents;

- The AOE issuer's voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy;

- A judgment or order for the payment of money exceeding 5% of the aggregate adjusted portfolio
value;

- The lien of the security trust agreement ceases to be effective;

- The occurrence of the other AOE issuer's event of default; and

- The occurrence of an event of default as defined in the master indenture.
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Payment Priority--Master Issuer Level--MAPS

On each payment date, the master issuer shall receive the aggregate amounts paid by the AOE
issuers on the AOE notes.

In each case, a payment applied to pay interest, principal, premium or otherwise under an AOE
indenture will be applied to pay a like obligation hereunder (including the amount paid in respect
of interest amount or step-up interest under each AOE indenture shall be applied to pay interest
amount or step-up interest, and any amount applied to reduce the outstanding principal of a class
of AOE notes shall be applied to reduce the outstanding principal balance of the corresponding
class of notes).

Any fee/expense/indemnity payable by the borrower will be paid by the AOE issuers on its behalf.

Events of Default—Master Issuer Level

Each of the following constitutes an event of default for the master, subject to certain cure
periods and grace periods, under the issuer's documents:

- Failure to pay interest, when due, on the class A notes or failure to pay interest, when due, on
the class B notes while they are the senior-most outstanding notes (in each case, excluding any
step-up amount), and the failure is not cured in five business days;

- Failure to pay any of the initial notes' outstanding principal, or failure to pay all accrued and
unpaid interest amounts (excluding step-up amounts) on the initial notes on the legal final
maturity date;

- Failure to pay any other amount when due and payable in connection with any notes, to the
extent that there are available amounts, and the failure is not cured in five business days;

- Failure to comply with any of the representations, warranties, covenants, or obligations under
transaction documents;

- The issuer's voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy;

- A judgment or order for the payment of money exceeding 5% of the aggregate adjusted portfolio
value;

- The lien of the security trust agreement ceases to be effective; and

- The occurrence of any of the two AOE issuers' events of default.

Cash Flow Analysis Assumptions

To assess the portfolio's ability to service the notes, we conducted our own stress tests built
around a few deterministic scenarios. The stress test assumptions include:

- Lessee defaults;

- Reduced rental rates on leases during a recession;

- Diminished residual value for aircraft during a recession;

- The repossessed aircraft's off-lease time period;

- New leases' shortened terms;
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- RRR costs;

- Deferred maintenance; and

- Reduced security deposit requirements.

Scenarios

We ran two scenarios: (a) rating run--where we assume that all the passenger aircraft will have a
25-year useful life and the freighters will have a 30-year useful life; and (b) sensitivity run--where
we assume that all the passenger aircraft will have a 22-year useful life, while the freighters
continue to generate lease revenues for 30 years.

Recession assumptions

In general, we assume one recession will occur in every seven- to 10-year commercial aviation
industry cycle, which reflects the industry's historical averages. For aircraft with 25-year useful
life, we typically model three four-year recessions. During the first two modeled recessions, we
usually stress both the lease rates and residual values. For the third recession, when we believe
most of the planes in the portfolio would have reached the end of their useful lives, we usually
stress only the residual values because the aircraft's sale will likely generate the majority of the
cash flow during this recession. Table 12 has the recession timing for both the scenarios. We
assume the recession timing to be the same for all the rating levels analyzed.

Table 12

Recession Timing

Rating
Run

Sensitivity
Run

Recession 1 start (mos.) 1 1

Recession 2 start (mos.) 91 91

Recession 3 start (mos.) 190 210

Length of the three recessions (mos.) 48 48

Lessee defaults assumptions

We use our CDO Evaluator to generate the aircraft portfolio-level default rate. The simulation
model inputs include lessee name, lessee credit quality, aircraft value, correlation within the
airline industry, lessee country, country rating, and correlations among countries and regions. For
airline lessees in the portfolio that S&P Global Ratings does not rate, we will provide a credit
quality estimate. Our credit quality estimate takes into consideration public information,
including, among other things, company structure and parent entities.

In general, we view the airline industry as high-risk. Our assessment reflects our view of the
sector's high-risk cyclicality based on observed cyclicality in revenue and profit margins and its
moderately high-risk competitive risk and growth. This model enables us to address lessee
industry, country, and region by running 500,000 correlated simulation scenarios to address the
lease portfolio's concentration risk instead of setting a hard percentage limit on lessee, country,
and region concentration. Under our default simulation model, a concentrated portfolio will have a
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higher portfolio default rate and less generated cash flow.

Once the portfolio default rate is determined, we run a few deterministic default patterns, such as
defaulting by highest to lowest aircraft value, defaulting by lowest to highest credit quality lessee,
and defaulting by highest to lowest lease rental. Defaulting by highest to lowest aircraft value
usually provides the most onerous result, and we use this as the default sequence for both the
rating and sensitivity runs. Our view is that as a portfolio ages, the re-marketability of the aircraft
decreases. Airlines that lease the aging aircraft have historically tended to be of lower credit
quality and located in weaker jurisdictions. As a result, the default rates we use in the second and
third recessions tend to be higher than those for the first recession (See table 13.)

Table 13

Lessee Default Rate

Rating

A BBB BB

Lessee default rate (recession 1) (%) 62.08 52.81 37.70

Lessee default rate (recessions 2 and 3) (%) 72.08 62.81 47.70

Default patterns

We assume that the default rates in table 13 are spread over the four-year recessionary period.
The defaults are applied in the first month of each year of the recession i.e. months 1, 13, 25, and
37 for the first recession that starts in months one of our cash flow projections. Table 14 details
the distribution of the default pattern during the recessions.

Table 14

Default Patterns

Year of recession Recession 1 % Recessions 2 and 3 %

1 25 30

2 25 40

3 25 20

4 25 10

Lease rate assumptions in and outside recessions

The lease rates outside recessions are based on the interest rate environment and aircraft age.
During recessions, we apply additional reductions to a projected base-case depreciated value to
stress lease rates and values. The decline magnitude is generally determined by the aircraft
model's liquidity and technology level, the servicer's remarketing and disposition capability, the
aircraft diversification, and the transaction's rating level. Such lease rate/sale-to-value declines
reflect our view of a particular portfolio's ability to maintain cash flow consistent with the ratings
on obligations that are backed by the portfolio during recessions. This stress is intended to result
in lower residual values of the aircraft or the aircraft engines sold, or lower rental rates on planes
or aircraft engines re-leased during recessions. We model the lease rate decline in full during the
second and third years of a recession, but we apply 50% of the declining lease rate in the first and
last years of the recession. This assumption reflects our view that aviation industry recessions,
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particularly the aircraft values' and rental rates' decline and recovery, typically take time. (See
table 15.)

Table 15

Lease Rate/Value Decline

Rating

A BBB BB

Value decline (recession 1) (%) 53.91 41.39 29.49

Value decline (recessions 2 and 3) (%) 73.34 58.53 43.78

Repossession and remarketing period assumptions

The repossession period is the time it takes for the lessor to repossess an aircraft or an aircraft
engine if the defaulting lessee has not agreed to a voluntary return of the equipment. The
remarketing period is the time necessary to find a new lessee once the aircraft or engine has been
returned to the lessor. In summary, our criteria stipulates that we assume three months
aircraft-on-ground time outside a recession and six to 12 months during a recession with no
differentiation between narrow-bodies and wide-bodies.

However, due to the unprecedented decline in air travel resulting from government-mandated
restrictions on travel, low consumer demand and confidence, and general uncertainties of
re-leasing markets during the pandemic, we believe that aircraft-on-ground (AOG) downtime
could be longer than what our current criteria suggest. For this reason, we have made a criteria
exception regarding AOG downtime. As a result of the criteria exception, we assumed longer AOG
times during the first modeled recession as detailed in table 16 below. In addition to longer AOG
times for all aircraft types, we have differentiated the AOG time for wide-bodies from
narrow-bodies because we believe that wide-bodies will be more vulnerable to lower demand and
will likely be subject to longer downtime than narrow-bodies. Pre-COVID-19, we assumed that it
would take 12 months to re-lease all types of aircraft under a 'AAA' stress scenario.
Comparatively, due to the impact on the sector from COVID-19, we assume that it will take 12
months to re-lease a narrow-body aircraft in an 'A' stress scenario and a wide-body aircraft in a 'B'
stress scenario.

Table 16

Repossession/Remarketing Time

Before application of criteria
exception After application of criteria exception

All aircraft AOG Recession 1 NB AOG Recession 1 WB AOG
Recessions 2 and 3 all aircraft

AOG

A 10 12 15 10

BBB 9 11 14 9

BB 8 10 13 8

AOG--Aircraft on ground. NB--Narrow-body. WB--Wide-body.

Repossession/remarketing/refurbishment (RRR) cost assumptions
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If a lessor has to repossess an aircraft or aircraft engine, it will typically incur various costs related
to legal work, insurance, pilot expenses, fuel, storage, technical check, and deregistration
documents. These costs are in addition to the refurbishment or modifications necessary to
re-lease the aircraft or the aircraft engine. We generally assume a wide-body plane has higher
RRR costs than a narrow-body plane, a passenger plane has higher RRR costs than a freighter,
and higher RRR costs can occur during a recession. Our criteria provide a range of RRR costs to be
applied to different aircraft types and further differentiated during and outside a modeled
recessionary period. Previously, for the passenger planes we assumed the cost to be the lower end
of the range. However, during our recent conversations with lessors amidst the pandemic, they
provided their historically observed costs which leaned more towards the higher end of that range.
Table 17 below provides the detailed RRR cost assumptions that we apply for this transaction. We
do not differentiate the cost assumptions based on the class' rating level.

Table 17

Repossession/Remarketing/Refurbishment Costs

In recession Outside recession

Repossession costs (narrow-body passenger and regional) ($) 750,000 500,000

Repossession costs (wide-body passenger) ($) 1,500,000 1,250,000

Repossession costs (narrow-body cargo) ($) 250,000 200,000

Repossession costs (wide-body cargo) ($) 500,000 400,000

Lease term assumptions

For re-leasing events, we typically assume lease terms of three years during each recession. We
also assume five-year lease terms for re-leasing events outside of a recession.

Security deposit assumptions

In most of the aircraft securitization transactions previously rated by S&P Global Ratings, the
seller transfers the security deposits under the initial leases to the issuer when the related
aircraft is delivered into the transaction. Security deposits held by the issuer can help to partially
offset the defaulted rent and RRR costs if a lessee defaults. We typically incorporate the security
deposits into our modeling after reducing the amount by up to 40% of the security deposits for
initial leases (the higher percentage reductions correspond to the higher rating levels). For
modeling purposes, we assume no security deposits for subsequent leases.

However, in this transaction, the security deposits under the initial leases are not retained by the
issuer or its subsidiaries, though the issuer or its subsidiaries need to pay back the security
deposits if the related lessees do not default. Therefore, in our analysis, we modeled that the
issuer must pay 100% of the security deposits back to the non-defaulted lessees at the initial
lease maturity and a percentage of security deposits back to the defaulted lessees at the time of
default. (See table 18.)
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Table 18

Security Deposit Haircut

Rating

A BBB BB

Security deposit haircut (%) 30 20 10

Aircraft Maintenance

Aircraft maintenance, which is heavily regulated, is essential in aircraft operation to keep the
aircraft in serviceable and reliable condition. An aircraft's maintenance status is also important in
determining its value, especially for older aircraft. Depending on the type of work, such as airframe
maintenance, airframe component maintenance, and engine maintenance (including engine
performance restorations and limited-life part replacements), aircraft maintenance can be costly.

Lessors typically manage the maintenance expense exposure by either requiring lessees to pay
maintenance reserves (also referred to as maintenance or utilization rent) during the lease or
requiring an end-of-lease maintenance-adjustment payment if no maintenance reserve is
collected. In the former, the regularly collected maintenance reserves are typically calculated
based on flight hours and flight cycles. When due, lessees typically have the maintenance work
done, pay the maintenance provider, and then claim a reimbursement from the lessor from a
maintenance reserve account (funded by a maintenance reserve collection). In the latter, if the
lessee defaults on the lease and doesn't pay an end-of-lease maintenance-adjustment payment,
the lessor will have to bear the potential maintenance exposure when the aircraft is returned.

Maintenance Cash Flow Assumptions

Maintenance cash flow is an integral part of our cash flow model. We input the aircraft
maintenance cash flow (month-by-month maintenance reserves and expenses) that Alton
generates into our overall cash flow model and model the maintenance account activity per the
maintenance account mechanism outlined in the transaction documents.

For the initial fleet, the Alton model forecasts each aircraft's utilization rates and conditions,
according to the existing contractual lease terms and projected future lease terms, together with
the associated maintenance-related cash flows. Specifically, the model predicts the timing and
lessor-related inflows and outflows associated with airframe (heavy checks), engine (performance
restorations and life-limited part replacements), and component (landing gear and auxiliary power
unit overhauls) maintenance. The model does not forecast cash flows for remarketing, lease
transition, repossession, etc.

Alton's analysis includes both base- and stress-case scenarios. The base-case scenario (a cash
flow run without any stresses) assumes all aircraft remain subject to existing lease agreements
through the initial leases' contractual expiration dates, and then that each aircraft will be
re-leased to consecutive new lessees until each aircraft reaches its assumed retirement age.
Among other assumptions, the base-case scenario assumes that all payments are made in a
timely manner and that no events of default occur.

For the stress-case scenarios, Alton provided stress scenario maintenance projections using a set
of stress scenario assumptions consistent with our sector-wide stress maintenance projection
assumptions as outlined in "S&P Outlines Maintenance Analysis For Aircraft/Aircraft
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Engine-Backed Securitizations," June 11, 2015. The article outlines recessionary periods, default
rates, default timing, RRR duration, the new lease's length, the percentage of subsequent leases
paying a maintenance reserve, and maintenance delay timing. Given the uncertainty as to how
many new leases would require maintenance reserve payments after the initial leases mature, the
stress maintenance projection assumes that the number of leases that have maintenance reserve
requirements will decline by 50% after the initial leases mature in the stress-case scenario. The
stress maintenance projection further assumes that aircraft subject to defaulted leases have had
no major maintenance performed within the 12 months before the default, so that the transaction
will bear any required major maintenance costs. Utilizing these assumptions and its own
assumptions on aircraft and engine maintenance expenses and timing, Alton ran a set of Monte
Carlo simulations involving 250 trials in which specific lease defaults and the timing of such lease
defaults varied, and then took the average of the maintenance-related cash inflows/outflows.

Under a "medium" default rate scenario, for the maintenance cash flow period up to the end of the
asset's useful life, Alton projected the total maintenance-related cash flows as shown in table 19
under the rating runs and in table 20 under the sensitivity runs.

Table 19

Rating Run – Maintenance Cash Flows

Stress Total Inflow ($ mil.) Total Outflow ($ mil.) Net inflow ($ mil.) Below half-life value adjustment ($ mil.)

A 408.45 (524.60) (116.15) (10.97)

BBB 424.76 (508.80) (84.04) (10.85)

BB 430.40 (457.54) (27.14) (13.51)

Base 590.62 (396.30) 194.32 (10.39)

Table 20

Sensitivity Run – Maintenance Cash Flows

Stress Total Inflow ($ mil.) Total Outflow ($ mil.) Net inflow ($ mil.) Below half-life value adjustment ($ mil.)

A 346.65 (444.21) (97.56) 0.02

BBB 350.89 (396.94) (46.05) (6.49)

BB 353.09 (378.36) (25.28) (3.05)

Base 590.62 (396.30) 194.32 (10.39)

Cash Flow Analysis Results

Our ratings approach considered cash flow primarily from the 20 assets in the portfolio. Cash is
generated from lease or replacement lease payments, aircraft/engine disposition proceeds, and
the liquidity facility.

We also took into consideration the below half-life maintenance status of the portfolio as
projected by Alton as shown in tables 19 and 20. Specifically, we subtracted from sales proceeds
generated at the end of the assets' useful life, the below half-life value as projected by Alton.
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Rating Run

Under the stress scenarios commensurate with our corresponding preliminary ratings, results of
our rating run indicated that timely interest would be received by the Class A notes (and Class B
notes when most senior outstanding), and ultimate interest and principal received by Class A, B,
and C notes by the dates shown in Table 21.

Table 21

Results – Rating Run

Class Stress Pay off date

A A August 2044

B BBB August 2041

C BB February 2039

Chart 4 below shows the series A notes' projected amortization curves under our rating run
stresses compared with the scheduled amortization curve (13-year straight-line to zero).

Chart 4

Chart 5 below shows the series B notes' projected amortization curve under our rating run
stresses compared with the scheduled amortization curve (13-year straight-line to zero).
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Chart 5

Chart 6 below shows the series C notes' projected amortization curve under our rating run stress
compared with the scheduled amortization curve (7-year straight-line to zero).

Chart 6
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Sensitivity Analysis

Aircraft are operating assets with lease revenue highly sensitive to lease rates, their useful lives,
and the servicer's capability.

In sensitivity run 1, we modeled the aircraft to be sold when it reaches 22 years of age (except the
freighters, which will be sold once they reach 30 years). Under the stress scenarios commensurate
with our corresponding preliminary ratings, results of our sensitivity run indicated that timely
interest would be received by the class A notes (and Class B notes when most senior outstanding),
and ultimate interest and principal received by class A, B, and C notes by the dates shown in Table
22.

Table 22

Results – Sensitivity Run

Class Stress Pay off date

A A August 2036

B BBB March 2036

C BB March 2036

In sensitivity run 2, we analyzed how sensitive the preliminary ratings are to further reductions in
cash flows, in addition to the stresses already being applied at the respective rating level. We
reduced the total cash flows (lease plus sales revenues) for the life of the deal, to the maximum
extent possible without triggering an event of default on account of payment shortfalls for the
relevant class (or more senior classes). All of the other assumptions are consistent with the rating
run. Results shown in Table 23.

Table 23

Additional Lifetime Revenue Haircut Breakeven

Class Stress Breakeven (%)

A A rating run 1

B BBB rating run 7

C BB rating run 6

This means that at 'A' stress level, the class A will face an interest shortfall or principal shortfall or
both if we reduce the total cash flows by more than 1%.

In sensitivity run 3, we analyzed how sensitive the preliminary ratings are to further reductions in
cash flows during the first modeled recession, in addition to the stresses already being applied at
the respective rating level. We reduced the total cash flows (lease plus sales revenues) for the first
48 months, to the maximum extent possible without triggering an event of default on account of
payment shortfalls for the relevant class (or more senior classes). All of the other assumptions are
consistent with the rating run. Results shown in Table 24.
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Table 24

Additional Revenue Haircut In Recession 1 Breakeven

Class Stress Breakeven (%)

A A rating run 13

B BBB rating run 26

C BB rating run 20

In sensitivity run 4, we tried to simulate a scenario similar to what was observed last year during
the height of the pandemic, where a large number of lessees either requested a deferral on their
lease payments or were late on their payments. In this run, we assume that a portion of the
non-defaulted portfolio will be delinquent or late on their payments during the first modeled
recession and will return to be current over a certain period of time, without any additional interest
(eg. after six, nine, or 12 months). All of the other assumptions are consistent with the rating run.
We saw some cushion for the classes at their respective rating levels to withstand this additional
liquidity stress.

Additionally, we also tested all the classes at one rating notch above the preliminary ratings
indicated herein. The class A notes faced some interest shortfalls at the higher rating level (i.e. at
'A+'). The class B and C notes were able to pass the higher stress (i.e. at 'BBB+' and 'BB+',
respectively) under both the rating and sensitivity runs. However, we considered the current
environment amidst the pandemic and its impact on the aviation sector in particular. There are
still some jurisdictions where international air travel is banned due to rising cases of the variants
of COVID-19. The sector was significantly impacted last year with shutdown in global travel
leading to increased deferral requests and delayed payments from lessees, which in turn
impacted the repayment of the ABS liabilities. Many of the transactions rated by S&P Global
Ratings saw DSCRs going below 1x due to prolonged delay in repayment of scheduled principal
amounts and increased deferred interest on the subordinated notes. We saw significant negative
rating actions because of this deterioration in overall performance. Therefore, we are assigning
the preliminary ratings on the classes as indicated herein even though the class B and C notes
passed the higher rating stress runs.

Surveillance

We use surveillance data to perform periodic reviews on all rated aircraft securitizations in order
to identify potential and emerging trends. Our ratings reflect the transaction's ongoing risk profile.

We will maintain surveillance on the transaction until the notes are paid off, review the servicer's
monthly reports on underlying collateral performance, and maintain periodic contact with the
managing agent and the servicer to ensure that the minimum servicing standards are sustained
and any material changes in the servicer's operations are communicated and assessed.

We will continue to develop and provide transaction performance information, research, and
analysis, as well as information on our methodology and ratings, to increase the level of
transparency.
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